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Minimum Energy Efficiency Standard Compliance Advisory Report – MEES CAR 
 

Desk Top Survey 
 

This report involves an in depth analysis of an existing EPC with the objective of establishing an economical 
method to improve the energy efficiency of the property relating to the EPC. 

 
A draft EPC being produced. This process involves a lower cost than a full on site EPC, hence the cost is 
£45+VAT. 

 
It is NOT intended to replace an EPC that is based on a physical onsite survey. 

 

Since the process involves the analysis of an existing EPC then there is a reliance on the accuracy of the 
existing EPC. It is possible (and has already occurred in a few cases) that there are obvious errors in the 
existing EPC and therefore it is not possible to produce a draft EPC that can be of any reliance. 

 
Also, existing EPC’s may be very old and therefore not assessed using the latest (and in most cases 
more critical) RdSAP software. In such cases the requester will be informed however charges will 
still apply. 

 

Once a draft EPC has been produced it is then possible to change parameters to establish how the energy 
rating of the property can be improved. For example, if a property has existing storage heaters (and has 
a poor energy efficiency rating) then the property could be assessed as if it had more efficient storage 
heaters. The objective being to reach the minimum EPC E rating. 

 
To date several hundred of these reports have been produced. They may be of particular use where a 
Landlord/Owner has a number of properties and wishes to establish an indication of the overall cost of 
upgrading the portfolio. 

 
This will also help with the red band EPCs carried out between April 2007-April 2012, since then there 
have been numerous changes to the EPC software (RdSAP), that has made the EPC ratings better. The 
biggest change in the software was in April 2012 when the red band EPCs got changed to the current 
version of blue band incorporating the Green Deal. 

 
The whole idea of the MEES report is that we are able to identify (before we carry out any works and or a 
new EPC) the following: 

 
1. Where does the current EPC rating sit in relation to the current EPC software, without having 

any works done? 
2. If the EPC comes back, after the re-modelling, below an ‘E’ then what works are required to 

bring the EPC to an ‘E’? 
 
It must be emphasized that, this process cannot produce the accuracy of the more expensive full on 
site survey EPC. In some situations, the draft EPC produced from the Desk Top Survey may be very 
close, that is to say very close to the required E rating. In which case the requester of the report 
will be informed that that is the case, similarly too where the original EPC has obvious errors. In 
such cases a full on site EPC would be advised and charges would still apply. In some cases, the Desk 
Top Survey has produced results only slightly below an E rating, subsequently an onsite survey has shown 
that only simple low cost measures are required to lift the rating into E. 

 
Where a customer has requested a Desk Top Survey and then subsequently wishes to have a full on 
site EPC then the Desk Top Survey will incur a payment of £45 + VAT and the full on site survey will 
incur a additional payment of £78 + VAT. 
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